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From the best-selling author of SPONTANEOUS Recovery, a brilliantly conceived, effective and
safe eight-week programme for improving and maintaining health. Incorporating alternative
medications and treatments, he provides specific and detailed information on diet (with 50
recipes), exercise, stress reduction techniques, and vitamins and health supplements. Dr Weil first
explains, then shows how, week by week, gradual changes can lead to long-term benefits such
as greater vitality, weight loss and a body which heals itself. Building on the breakthrough
thinking of SPONTANEOUS HEALING, Dr Weil provides an invaluable methods to maintain health
and lessen the necessity for medical intervention. He also customizes programmes for twelve
categories, such as women that are pregnant, people at risk of cancer, overweight people,
and senior citizens.
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Makes you think Are you drinking all of the water you should be? Weil results in as a sensible
person.doubt it) I likewise have incorporated garlic stuffed olives while an everyday snack. It's
not a really diet at all, this publication teaches more essential lessons that you'll retain long
after you've read the book.Andrew's 8 week system is realistic and easy to check out. The
format of the book is outstanding and I think sets it apart. Lots of good details for health.The
tape is easy to listen to, Andrew's voice is excellent. Many times he says, "Make an effort to. An
excellent addition to your library. Most of this advice, I had already placed into operation,
but it is good to have it verified by the inestimable Dr. I recommend this publication to all
women that are pregnant.", that's someone I could trust and Wish to listen to. Weil's writing in
the fact that he will not make an effort to show health, medicine, judgments, etc.. Eating a well
balanced diet rich in nutrients your body needs seems to be difficult these days, but this book
helps with therefore many decisions. I dogear and underline on almost every page. The info on
adaptogens was specifically enlightening. I love Dr. I've never read a book very easy to
practically put into action immediately after finishing... Weill.. I was pregnant at the time and I
was surprised to visit a section for women that are pregnant. Weil on the Wisdom channel and I
was impressed by his program. I purchased the book in later 2003. I first saw Dr. I'm sorry that I
did so not get a hand on my copy earlier. Today my child is 14 months previous, healthy and
thriving. As it was, during the last month of my being pregnant and first month post partum, I
followed his advice on eating salmon, kippers, sardines etc.. She truly enjoyed this publication.
It's an excellent book. Great Information Reading this designed for the 2nd time. Fantastic tips
and advice. Easy to follow health I like this book and it's been put into my collection I
recommend it I gave it 4 celebrities as i already have a little bit of this knowledge Two Stars
Ok Great ideas Simple ideas for improving your health from a very well respected doctor. Easy
to browse and understand without having to be boring. Five Stars A keeper! Easy to make use
of and Implement the data Gained We picked this up at Half Priced Books in my own town
while doing my normal browsing. I saw the book previously and noted it in my brain. I finally
bought and I am pleased I did. Worth conveniently twice or three times what I paid for it.
Valuable Information This little book contains on every page, valuable and interesting
information on how to maximize your healing potential.. Some health experts come across as
preachy, Dr. Well, I thought I was, but now Andrew brings up plenty of issues with tap water.
You gradually move into a healthful life-style, this is not a loose XXX pounds in eight weeks
book. Breaking down little projects, supplements, food options, and exercises into 1-2 things to
try each week has been extremely successful for me personally. Since I've finished the book, I
eat even more seafood, broccoli (vegs generally). I also purchased some panax on Amazon
that is pretty good so far after a week. I visited a sauna/steam room yesterday afternoon, and
the steam space was damned amazing.. (Maybe the hatred is merely me lol. down your throat.
It requires a couple of trips in to get accustomed to the steam but after that, you merely sit
and experience the toxins and hatred melting out of your skin layer. Other interests I foud: the
dangers of sleeping too close to your clock radio, standing up following to the microwave,
"nuking" food in plastic, the list goes on. Eating a sensible diet abundant with nutrients the
body . Eight Weeks I bought this publication for a lady at work. She really enjoys all his books.
EASILY had all his info from the beginning of my being pregnant, I might have had an easier
delivery. I enjoy buying things for folks that they can enjoy.
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